Abstract. We study cohomological finiteness conditions for groups associated to Mackey and cohomological Mackey functors, proving that the cohomological dimension associated to cohomological Mackey functors is always equal to the F -cohomological dimension, and characterising the conditions Mackey-FPn and cohomological Mackey-FPn. We show that all finiteness conditions for cohomological Mackey functors are unchanged when considering only the family of p-subgroups, and we characterise cohomological Mackey-FPn conditions over the field Fp.
Introduction
For G a discrete group, we denote by gd Fin G the proper geometric dimension of G, defined as the minimal dimension of a model for EG (the classifying space for proper actions of G). It has long been of interest which groups have finite proper geometric dimension. The cohomology theory most suited to the study of this problem is Bredon cohomology, introduced for finite groups by Bredon in [Bre67] to study equivariant obstructions and extended to the study of infinite groups by Lück [Lüc89] .
Fixing G we consider the orbit category O Fin , the small category whose objects are the transitive G-sets with finite stabilisers and whose morphisms are the Gmaps between them, the Fin here denotes the family of all finite subgroups of G. Bredon modules are contravariant functors from O Fin to the category of left Rmodules, where R is some commutative ring. The category of all Bredon modules is an abelian category with frees and projectives, so one can do homological algebra there. Via projective resolutions of the constant Bredon module R (every object is sent to R and every morphism to the identity) one builds the Bredon cohomology of G. We denote by O Fin cd G the Bredon cohomological dimension of G and denote by O Fin FP n the Bredon cohomological analog of the FP n conditions of ordinary cohomology.
That Bredon cohomology is the correct algebraic invariant to study gd Fin G is exemplified by the following theorem, an analog of the classical results of EilenbergGanea and Stallings-Swan [EG57] [Sta68] [Swa69] . This theorem is due to Lück-Meintrup in the higher dimensional case and Dunwoody in the dimension 1 case. Brady, Leary and Nucinkis construct groups with O Fin cd G = 2 and gd Fin G = 3 [BLN01] .
A related geometric invariant is n G , the minimal dimension of a contractible proper G-CW complex. Nucinkis suggested the F -cohomology in [Nuc99] as an algebraic analog of n G , it is a special case of the relative homology of Mac Lane [ML95] and defined as follows. Fix a subfamily F of the family of finite subgroups, closed under conjugation and taking subgroups. Let ∆ be the G-set H∈F G/H and say that a module is F -projective if it is a direct summand of a module of the form N ⊗ R∆ where N is any RG-module. Short exact sequences are replaced with F -split short exact sequences-short exact sequences which split when restricted to any finite subgroup of G, or equivalently which split when tensored with Z∆. There is a comparison theorem between resolutions, thus one can define a F -cohomology theory denoted F H n (G, −): For any RG-module M we define
where P * is a F -split resolution of R by F -projective modules, there is a similar notion of F -homology. The F -cohomological dimension, denoted F cd G, and F FP n conditions are defined in the obvious way. If F = Fin, a result of Bouc and Kropholler-Wall implies Fin cd G ≤ n G [Bou99] [KW11], but it is unknown if Fin cd G < ∞ implies n G < ∞. Unfortunately the F -cohomology can be very difficult to deal with, in particular it lacks some useful features such as free modules. The Kropholler-Mislin conjecture states that n G is finite if and only if gd Fin G < ∞ [Gui08, Conjecture 43.1]. Kropholler and Mislin verified the conjecture for groups of type FP ∞ [KM98] and later Lück verified the conjecture for groups with a bound on the lengths of chains finite subgroups [Lüc00] . Nucinkis posed an algebraic version of the conjecture, asking whether the finiteness of Fin cd G and O Fin cd G are equivalent [Nuc00] .
In [MP13, Example 3.6] Martinez-Peréz modifies the Leary-Nucinkis construction [LN03] to produce a group G, an extension of a torsion-free group by a cyclic group of order p, with F cd G = 3 but O Fin cd G = 4. Taking direct products of these groups and using [DP12, Theorem C] gives a family of virtually torsion-free groups G n with O Fin cd G = Fin cd G + n for all natural numbers n [Deg13, Remark 3.6]. However one should note that in these examples Fin cd G n is growing linearly with n. Interestingly, it is still unknown if O Fin cd G = Fin cd G when G is of type O Fin FP ∞ .
In [MPN06] , Martinez-Peréz and Nucinkis studied cohomological finiteness conditions arising from taking the Bredon cohomology of a group G but restricting to Mackey functor coefficents. They showed that the associated Mackey cohomological dimension M Fin cd G is always equal to both the virtual cohomological dimension vcd G and the Fin-cohomological dimension Fin cd G when G is virtually torsion-free. One can view Mackey functors as contravariant functors from a small category M Fin into R-modules, and a crucial result in the paper of Martinez-Peréz and Nucinkis is that the Bredon cohomology with coefficients in a Mackey functor may be calculated using a projective resolution of Mackey functors. Specifically they prove that you can induce a projective resolution of R by Bredon modules to a projective resolution of the Burnside functor B G by Mackey functors. This will be explained in more detail in Section 2.3.
Degrijse showed that for groups with a bound on the orders of their finite subgroups the Mackey cohomological dimension is equal to the Fin-cohomological dimension [Deg13] . He proves this via the study of Bredon cohomology with cohomological Mackey functor coefficents and the associated notion of cohomological dimension H Fin cd G.
The main ingredient of this paper is a similar result to that of Martinez-Peréz and Nucinkis for Bredon cohomology with cohomological Mackey functors. Yoshida observed that a cohomological Mackey functor may be described as a contravariant functor from a small category H Fin to the category of R-modules [Yos83] . We prove in Section 4 that the Bredon cohomology with coefficients in a cohomological 2. Preliminaries 2.1. Modules over a category. Let R be a commutative ring with unit and C a small Ab category (sometimes called a preadditive category) with the condition below.
(A) For any two objects x and y in C, the set of morphisms, denoted [x, y] C , between x and y is a free abelian group.
Remark 2.1. In [Lüc89, 9.2], categories X are considered with the property that every endomorphism in X is an isomorphism, then in constructions where we would use the set [x, y] C , Lück instead uses the free abelian group with basis the morphisms between x and y in X (see for example, [Lüc89, 9.8]). Thus the correct analog of Lück's property with our definitions is the following:
(EI) For every x ∈ C, the basis elements of [x, x] C are isomorphisms.
Throughout, the letters C, D, E etc. will always denote small Ab categories with (A). Define the category of covariant (respectively contravariant) C-modules over R to be the category of additive covariant (resp. contravariant) functors C → R-Mod, the category of left R-modules. If neither "covariant" or "contravariant" is specified in a statement about C-modules, the statement holds for both covariant and contravariant modules.
A C-D bi-module (can be covariant or contravariant in either variable, although most of the bi-modules we shall use will be covariant in one variable in contravariant in the other), is an additive functor C ×D → R-Mod. For example, the functor
is a C-C bi-module, contravariant in the first variable and covariant in the second.
Since C-modules form a functor category and R-Mod is an abelian category, the category of C-modules is an abelian category and inherits all of Grothendieck's axioms for an abelian category which are satisfied by R-Mod, namely:
• Small colimits exist and products of exact sequences are exact.
• Small limits exist and coproducts of exact sequences are exact.
• Filtered colimits of exact sequences are exact. Again because we are working in a functor category, a sequence of C-modules is exact if and only if it is exact when evaluated at every x ∈ C.
Since [x, y] C is abelian for all x and y in C, for any y ∈ C we can form a contravariant module R[−, y] C by
The analogous construction for covariant modules gives us a module
The free modules in the category of C modules are direct sums of modules of the form R[−, x] C , and projective modules may be defined as direct summands of free modules.
The following lemma is crucial.
Lemma 2.2 (The Yoneda-type Lemma). For any contravariant functor M and x ∈ C, there is an isomorphism, natural in M :
There is a similar isomorphism for covariant modules.
The proof is a direct translation of the standard proof for the orbit category into the setting of C-modules, see for example [MV03, p.9].
2.1.1. Tensor Products. The categorical tensor product of the covariant C-module A and the contravariant C-module M is the R-module defined as
Where α * (m)⊗a ∼ m⊗α * (a) for all morphisms α ∈ [x, y] in C, elements m ∈ M (y) and n ∈ A(x), and objects x, y ∈ C.
The tensor product is associative and there is an adjoint isomorphism, reminiscent of the adjoint isomorphism for left and right modules over a ring:
Here Q(?, −) is an D-C-bi-module-a contravariant D-module in "−" and a covariant C-module in "?".
Lemma 2.3. [MV03, p.14] There are natural isomorphisms for any contravariant module M and covariant module A:
2.1.2. Tor and Ext. Using the free modules R[−, x] C , one can show the category of C-modules has enough projectives and thus we can do homological algebra. If M is a contravariant module, Q * a projective resolution of M , A a covariant module and N a contravariant module we define
where P * is a projective covariant resolution of A. A direct translation of [Wei94, Theorem 2.7.2, p.58] into the setting of C-modules shows that these two definitions are equivalent.
2.1.3. Induction, Coinduction and Restriction. Given a functor ι : C → D, we define three functors, called restriction, induction and coinduction. For contravariant functors:
Where the notation R[−, ι(?)] D means that in the variable "?", this functor should be regarded as a C-module using ι.
There are analogous constructions for covariant modules. Usually the functor ι will be implicit, and we will use the notation Res D C for Res ι , and similarly for induction and coinduction.
These functors have many useful properties:
• Induction is left adjoint to restriction and coinduction is right adjoint to restriction.
• Restriction is exact.
• Induction is right exact and preserves projectives and finitely generation.
• Induction and restriction preserve colimits and coinduction and restriction preserve limits.
Lemma 2.4. There are natural isomorphisms for any contravariant C-module M and covariant C-module A:
Remark 2.5. A common functor used with induction and restriction is the inclusion ι : Aut(x) → C, for x some object of C. If M is a contravariant functor then Res ι M = M (x) is a contravariant Aut(x)-module, where we view Aut(x) as a category with one object. Equivalently one can check this gives M (x) the structure of a right R[Aut(x)]-module.
Finiteness Conditions.
A free module ⊕ i∈I R[−, x i ] is said to be finitely generated if the indexing set I is finite. For any C-module A we can build a free resolution of A.
Following ordinary module theory, A is said to be finitely generated if F 0 can be taken finitely generated, and finitely presented if both F 0 and F 1 can be taken finitely generated. The projective dimension of a C-module A is the minimal length of a projective resolution of A. This can be characterised as the vanishing of the Ext * C groups as in ordinary homological algebra. We say a C-module A is CFP n if there is a projective resolution of A which is finitely generated up to degree n.
There is an analog of the Bieri-Eckmann criterion of [BE74] , see also [Bie81, 
is an filtered system of C-modules then the natural map
is an isomorphism for k ≤ n − 1 and a monomorphism for k = n.
for all k ≤ n. (4) For any collection of indexing sets Λ x , for x ∈ C, the natural map
is an isomorphism for k < n and an epimorphism for k = n. There is a similar statement for covariant modules.
Bredon Cohomology.
The orbit category is the prototypical example of a category with property (A). It was introduced for finite groups by Bredon [Bre67] and later generalised to arbitrary groups by Lück [Lüc89] .
Fix a family X of subgroups of G, closed under subgroups and conjugation. Commonly studied families are those of all finite subgroups and of all virtually cyclic subgroups. The objects of the orbit category O X are all transitive G-sets with stabilisers in X , i.e. the G-sets G/H where H is a subgroup in X . The morphism set [G/H, G/K] OX is the free abelian group on the set of G-maps
is completely determined by the element α(H) = gK, and such an element gK ∈ G/K determines a For M a contravariant O X -module and A a covariant O X -module we define the Bredon cohomology and Bredon homology of a group G to be
Where R is the constant functor on R. The Bredon cohomological dimension of G, denoted O X cd G is the length of the shortest projective resolution of R, and G is said to be O X FP n if R admits a projective resolution finitely generated up to dimension n.
2.3. Mackey Functors. Throughout this section F will denote a subfamily of the family of finite subgroups. Some changes are needed for larger families such as that of virtually cyclic subgroups.
There are many constructions of Mackey functors, we use the construction coming from modules over a category. Another construction is mentioned in Remark 2.12. We begin by building a small category M F then Mackey functors will be contravariant M F -modules. As in O F , the objects of M F are the transitive G-sets with stabilisers in F , the morphism set however is much larger. A basic morphism from G/H to G/K, where H and K are in F , is an equivalence class of diagrams of the form
Where the maps are G-maps, and L ∈ F . This basic morphism is equivalent to
Form the free abelian monoid on these basic morphisms, and complete this free abelian monoid to a group, denoted [G/H, G/K] MF . This is the set of morphisms in M F from G/H to G/K.
Remark 2.7. When building the Mackey category, we could instead have started with equivalence classes of diagrams
Where ∆ is any finitely generated G-set with stabilisers in F and the maps are G-maps. This can be shown to be the free abelian monoid on the basic morphisms [TW95, Proposition 2.2]. Because of this alternative construction, we will pass freely between writing
To complete the description of M F , we must describe composition of morphisms. It's sufficient to describe composition of basic morphisms, and then use distributivity to extend this to all morphisms. If
are two basic morphisms then their composition is the pullback of the diagram below in the category of G-sets
The diagram below is a pullback in the category of G-sets. 
Recall that two such basic morphisms are equivalent if there is a commutative diagram of the form:
The commutativity of the left hand triangle ensures that x ∈ K, and that of the right hand diagram gives
Thus a basic morphism is determined by both an element of K\G/S and a subgroup L, subconjugate to K, unique up to conjugation by an element x ∈ gSg −1 ∩ K. In summary,
Remark 2.11. The category M F has property (A) by construction, but it does not have property (EI). For example, given any non-trivial H ∈ F , the endomorphism
is some other basic morphism then their composition is
So it's clear that composing e with any element of [G/H, G/H] HF can never produce the identity morphism on G/H. The structure of the endomorphisms and automorphisms of objects in H F is explained in Remarks 2.13 and 2.16.
Following [MPN06] , we will mostly consider contravariant Mackey functors. From here on, whenever we write M F -module, we mean contravariant M F -module.
Remark 2.12 (Green's alternative description of Mackey functors). There is an alternative description of Mackey functors, due to Green [Gre71] , which we include here in full because when we later study cohomological Mackey functors we will need some of the language.
Green defined a Mackey functor M as a mapping,
with morphisms for any finite subgroups K ≤ H in F ,
called induction, restriction and conjugation respectively. Induction is sometimes also called transfer. In the literature, M (I as just I
Because of the above, we make the following definitions
It is possible to write any morphism in M F as a composition of the three morphisms above.
One can check that Green's axioms all follow from the description of the composition of morphisms in M F as pullbacks (Lemma 2.8), and vice versa. Complete proofs of the equivalence of this definition with our previous one can be found in [TW95, §2].
Free Modules. In this section we describe the structure of Aut(G/H) and End(G/H).
Remark 2.13 (Structure of Aut(G/H)). As mentioned in Remark 2.11, M F doesn't have property (EI)-End(G/H) is not equal to Aut(G/H). Using the standard form of Lemma 2.9, the automorphisms of an object are the diagrams of the form
Where g is unique up to multiplication by an element of H. Every g ∈ W H uniquely determines a G-map α g : G/H → G/H and every G-map comes from such a g.
. This is identical to the situation over the orbit category, where
Lemma 2.14.
To show this we calculate the pullback
, so the stabiliser of this action is the stabiliser of the action of
For an example of this let F be all finite subgroups and choose a group G with a finite subgroup S such that S\G has infinitely many W G S-orbits. Then, by Example 2.10,
Remark 2.16 (Structure of End(G/H)). The structure of End(G/H) is more complex than that of Aut(G/H), a basic morphism in End(G/H) is determined by a morphism in standard form
where L is some subgroup of G. As such we can filter End(G/H) via the poset F /G of conjugacy classes of subgroups in F . If L is a finite subgroup of G then we write End(G/H) L for the basic morphisms e L,g for all g ∈ G. Note that in par-
wg where a w = e H,w as described in Remark 2.13.
Remark 2.17. Using (2.1), we see that
With left action of w ∈ W G H taking g → wg. In other words, R End(G/H) 1 ∼ = R[H\G/H] with the canonical action of W G H. This is not in general finitely generated-take for example G = D ∞ , the infinite dihedral group generated by the involutions a and b, and H = a . Then W G H is the trivial group but H\G/H is an infinite set so R[H\G/H] is not a finitely generated R-module. 
Example 2.19. If R is the constant contravariant O F -module then using Lemma 2.18
Checking the morphisms as well, one sees that
G is the Burnside functor defined at the beginning of the next section.
We have the following crucial result. 
Where B G is the Burnside functor B G which, by an abuse of notation since G/G is not an object of M F , can be defined as
This is not so dissimilar from the case of the orbit category O F where, using a similar abuse of notation, one could view R as R[−, G/G] OF . G is said to be M F FP n if there is a projective resolution of B G , finitely generated up to degree n, and G has M F cd G ≤ n if there is a length n projective resolution of B G by M F -modules.
A corollary of Proposition 2.20 is the following.
2.4. Cohomological Mackey Functors. A Mackey functor M is called cohomological if, using the language of Remark 2.12, it satisfies
Recall from Remark 2.12 that to describe a Mackey functor M it is sufficient to describe it on objects and on the induction, restriction and conjugation morphisms in M F (I H K , R H K and c g ), we use this in the examples below.
Example 2.22 (Group cohomology). The group cohomology functor is cohomological Mackey, more precisely the functor
Where 
) is the map m → gm. We write M − for the fixed quotient functor ′ ] that this isomorphism will hold for M F -modules, where F is any subfamily of the family of finite groups.
The Hecke category H F , or H F G to emphasize the group, has for objects the transitive G-sets with stabilisers in F . The morphisms between the objects G/H and G/K are exactly the RG-module homomorphisms, Hom
Remark 2.25. The usual definition of the Hecke category, for example in [Yos83] and [Tam89] , takes the objects of H F to be the permutation modules R[G/H] for H ∈ F and the same morphism sets. This is equivalent to our definition above. We choose to take the G-sets G/H as objects so that our notation for modules over H F coincides with that for modules over O F and M F . Thévenaz and Webb describe a map π : M F → H F (they call this map α), taking objects G/H in M F to their associated permutation modules R[G/H] and morphisms which they describe as follows, for any K ≤ H, 
Under this identification, morphism composition is given by
2.4.1. Explicit Description of π. Using the identification of Lemma 2.28, for any K ≤ H, we can describe π as follows.
• π(R H K ) = KH, since according to Lemma 2.28, KH corresponds to the morphism gK → gH, which is exactly Thévenaz and Webb's description of π(R H K ).
• π(I H K ) = HK, as according to Lemma 2.28, HK corresponds to the morphism gH → u∈H/K uK, which is Thévenaz and Webb's description of π(I H K ).
• π(c x ) = HxH x , similarly to the above because HxH x corresponds to the morphism gH → gxH x . It is interesting to write down the effect of π on a basic morphism
In summary,
2.4.2. Homology and Cohomology. In Section 4 we will prove results similar to Proposition 2.20 and Corollary 2.21, showing that inducing a projective resolution of R by projective O F -modules yields a projective resolution of R − by projective H F -modules. For any group G, we define the cohomology and homology functors H * HF (G, −) and H HF * (G, −) as follows:
Where M is any contravariant H F -module and A is any covariant H F -module. In Proposition 4.9 we show that there is an isomorphism
FP n Conditions for Mackey Functors
As far as we are aware, there are no results in the literature on the conditions M F FP n . We show in this section that the conditions M F FP n and O F FP n are equivalent. First we characterise M F FP 0 , then an easy application of the BieriEckmann criterion shows that O F FP n implies M F FP n and finally a more tricky argument using the Bieri-Eckmann criterion again shows that M F FP n implies O F FP n .
From this point on, unless otherwise stated, all results are valid over any commutative ring R and for F any subfamily of the family of finite subgroups.
In the lemmas below, F /G denotes the poset of conjugacy classes in F , ordered by subconjugation, so H K if H is subconjugate to K. Proof. We prove first that if G is M F FP 0 then F /G has a finite cofinal subset, since F is a subfamily of the family of finite subgroups this implies that F /G is finite.
Let f be an M F -module morphism
Firstly, we claim that the element m of R[G/S, G/G] MF given by
cannot be in the image of f (G/S) unless S is subconjugate to K. Assume for a contradiction that S is not subconjugate to K and assume m is in the image of
Thinking of f as a natural transformation gives the commutative diagram below 
There must exist some i and j for which x i • y j is a morphism which, when written as a sum of basic morphisms, has one component some multiple of m. We calculate x i • y j for this i and j. Write x i and y j in their standard forms as below,
Their composition is (recall Lemma 2.8)
where X k is some finite subgroup of G which is subconjugate to both L i and J j .
We claim |J j | is strictly smaller than |S|. Since J j is subconjugate to S we have |J j | ≤ |S|. If the cardinalities were equal then S and J j would be conjugate, but J j is subconjugate to K whereas by assumption S is not subconjugate to K.
Since |X k | ≤ |J j | |S|, the subgroup X k cannot be conjugate to S. This contradicts our earlier assertion that x i • y j when written as a sum of basic morphisms, has one component some multiple of m. Thus, for m to be in the image of f (G/S), S must be subconjugate to K. Now, if G is M F FP 0 then B G admits an epimorphism from some finitely generated free
As this set I is finite, the argument above implies that all the subgroups in F are subconjugate to one of a finite collection of subgroups in F . Thus there is a finite cofinal subset of F /G and F /G is finite.
For the converse assume that F /G is finite and let M ⊆ F /G denote a finite cofinal subset of F /G (we could just take M = F /G), we claim the augmentation map ε :
G is O F FP 0 if and only if F has finitely many conjugacy classes [KMPN09, Lemma 3.1], so the conditions O F FP 0 and M F FP 0 are equivalent.
Proof. We use the Bieri-Eckmann criterion (Theorem 2.6). Let M λ be a directed system of M F -modules such that lim − → M λ = 0. Since colimits are computed pointwise, this implies Res σ M λ = 0 also (recall the definition of σ from Section 2.1.3). Then by Corollary 2.21,
the right hand side is 0 by the Bieri-Eckmann criterion (Theorem 2.6), and by another application of the same theorem G is M F FP n . This remainder of this section is devoted to a proof that for any n, M F FP n implies O F FP n . For the remainder, we will assume G is M F FP 0 , equivalently F contains finitely many conjugacy classes.
In [HPY13, 4.9, 4.10], there are the following definitions, for M an O F -module Again all the constructions are natural and DM extends to a Mackey functor. Naturality means that if M λ , for λ ∈ Λ, is a directed system of O F -modules then DM λ and CM λ form directed systems also.
Proof. Since the colimit of M λ is zero, so is the colimit of M λ (G/H), and for any
Where the last line is Lemma 3.4 below, the indexing set I is finite and W H i is a finite subgroup of W H.
Where the final zero is by the Bieri-Eckmann criterion (Theorem 2.6), since R is R[W H i ]-finitely generated. Thus
Where the commuting of the product and the colimit is because the product is finite (F /G is assumed finite.).
The proof of the next lemma is contained in [Nuc00, Lemma 3.1].
Lemma 3.4. There is an isomorphism of left R[W H]-modules:
Where x runs over a set of coset representatives of the subset of the set of N G H-K double cosets: {x ∈ N G H\G/K : x −1 Hx ≤ K} and the stabilisers are given by
Proof. There is a natural exact sequence for each λ
Since the colimit of the left hand and centre term are zero (Lemma 3.3), and colimits are exact in the category of O F -modules, so lim − → CM λ = 0 also.
For any finite group H, define l(H) to be the length of the longest chain of strictly ascending chain of subgroups of H:
and for any group G let
Note that if G is O F FP 0 then l(G) < ∞ but the converse doesn't hold in general, for there exist groups G with l(G) < ∞ but containing infinitely many conjugacy classes of finite subgroups, hence G is not of type
Proof. Let G be of type M F FP n and let M λ , for λ ∈ Λ, be a directed system of O F -modules with colimit zero. Following the notation in [Deg13] , we define
for all natural numbers i ≥ 0 and all λ ∈ Λ. There are short exact sequences of directed systems,
all the terms of which have colimit zero. As G is assumed M F FP n and DC i M λ extends to a Mackey functor for all i, the Bieri-Eckmann criterion (Theorem 2.6) gives that for all m ≤ n,
and thus using exactness of colimits and the long exact sequence associated to cohomology gives that for all non-negative integers m and i,
Where the zero is from the Bieri-Eckmann criterion (Theorem 2.6), because G is assumed M F FP 0 hence O F FP 0 by Lemma 3.1. Using the Bieri-Eckmann criterion again, G is O F FP n .
Corollary 3.7. The conditions O F FP n and M F FP n are equivalent.
Proof. Combine Propositions 3.2 and 3.6.
Homology and Cohomology of Cohomological Mackey Functors
The main result of this section is Proposition 4.7, that we may induce projective O F -module resolutions of R OF to projective H F -module resolutions of R − .
Lemma 4.1. For any L ∈ F , there is an isomorphism of covariant O F -modules,
Proof. If H ∈ F , evaluating the left hand side at G/H yields R[G/L, G/H] HF while evaluating the right hand side at G/H yields
Where the first isomorphism is [Bro94, p.63 (3.3)]. If α x : G/H → G/K is the G-map H → xK then, looking at the left hand side,
) is post-composition with the G-map
is post-composition with the G-map
Now, the right hand side, recall that
Showing the left and right hand sides agree on morphisms.
Recall that Ind 
Proof. The adjointness of induction and restriction gives an isomorphism of O F Gmodules, for any O F G-module N ,
There is a chain of isomorphisms,
Where the first isomorphism is Lemma 4.1 and the second and fourth are the adjoint isomorphism mentioned above. The third isomorphism is from Lemma 4.5 below for which we need that Ind 
One can check that ν is well defined and natural in both N and M .
Consider first the case N (−) = i R[−, G/H i ] OF is some free module, then the map ν becomes
There is a chain of isomorphisms
Where the second isomorphism is Lemma 2.3, and the third isomorphism follows from a standard argument which requires M to be finitely generated. One can check that ν induces this chain of isomorphisms between the left and right hand sides.
The case for projectives follows from naturality of ν.
Recall the fixed point functors defined in Example 2.23. The fixed point functor R − can be described explicitly as R H = R for all H ∈ F , and on morphisms,
The proof is split into two parts, first we check that the two functors agree on objects, then we check they agree on morphisms. Throughout the proof H, K and L elements of F . If α : G/L → G/K is a G-map then we will write α * for the induced map
and also for the induced map
using the isomorphism ψ of Remark 2.29. Note that with this notation,
The functors Ind π•σ R OF and R − agree on objects:
Where the first isomorphism is Lemma 4.1 and the last is Lemma 2.28. Let HxK ∈ R[H\G/K] be an arbitrary element, and consider the G-map 
Combining the two facts proved above,
In particular, any element [HxK] is equal to some multiple of [H1H], so
The functors Ind π•σ R OF and R − agree on morphisms: Recall from Remark 2.12 that we must only check this for the morphisms R Following the generator [H1H] up the chain of isomorphisms at the beginning of the proof shows the element Similarly, for some L ∈ F with H ≤ L, we calculate For any element x ∈ G, we calculate Proof. Let P * be a projective resolution of R OF by O F -modules, then by Lemma 4.4,
So inducing P * −։ R OF with π • σ and using Lemma 4.6 gives the chain complex
Induction preserves projectives, so we must show only that the above is exact. Since induction is right exact, it is necessarily exact at degree −1 and degree 0. Evaluating at G/H gives the resolution Hom RH (R, P * (G/1)) −→ R By [Nuc00, Theorem 3.2], the resolution P * (G/1) splits when restricted to a complex of RH-modules for any finite subgroup H of G. Since Hom RH (R, −) preserves the exactness of RH-split complexes, Hom RH (R, P * (G/1)) is exact at position i for all i ≥ 1, completing the proof.
Remark 4.8. The proposition above may not hold with R OF replaced by an arbitrary O F -module M , as a resolution of M by projective O F -modules will not in general split when evaluated at G/1.
4.1. Homology and Cohomology. We define, for any H F -module M ,
There is an analog of Corollary 2.21:
Proposition 4.9. For any H F -module M and any natural number n,
Where the isomorphism is adjoint isomorphism between induction and restriction and Ind π•σ P * is a projective H F -module resolution of R − by Proposition 4.7.
FP n Conditions for cohomological Mackey functors
The main result of this section is Theorem 5.1 below. For a detailed construction of F -cohomology and the condition F FP n see [Nuc99] , for an overview see Section 1.
The proof is contained in Sections 5.0.1 and 5.0.2. Using the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 3.2 gives:
Proof. Let P * −։ R − be a resolution of R − by free H F -modules, finitely generated up to degree n. Since the finitely generated free H F -modules are fixed point functors of finitely generated permutation modules with stabilisers in F , evaluating at G/1 gives a resolution of R by RG-modules of type FP ∞ and a standard dimension shifting argument completes the proof.
So there is a chain of implications: 
This section comprises a series of lemmas, building to the proof of Proposition 5.13, that for any commutative ring R the condition H F FP n implies the condition F FP n . Throughout, H and K are arbitrary subgroups in F . Recall that a short exact sequence is F -split if it splits when restricted to RH for all H ∈ F .
is a F -split short exact sequence of RG-modules then
Proof. Evaluating the fixed point functor M − at H ∈ F is equivalent to applying the functor Hom RH (R, −) to M , but since the short exact sequence is split as a sequence of RH-modules this functor is exact.
We say that a short exact sequence of RG-modules
is a short exact sequence of fixed point functors then
Remark 5.6. By Lemma 5.4, if (⋆) is RH-split then it is H-good, however in general being H-good is a weaker property: Applying Hom RH (R, −) to (⋆) gives
So to find an example of an H-good short exact sequence which is not RH-split it is sufficient to find modules C and A such that H 1 (H, A) = 0 and Ext 1 RH (C, A) = 0. For example if H is any finite group we may set R = Z, A = ZH and C = (Z/2Z)H.
Additionally, we say that an RH-module M has property (P H ) if for any Fgood short exact sequence (⋆), Hom RH (M, −) preserves the exactness of (⋆). Since Hom RH (M, −) is always left exact, having (P H ) is equivalent to asking that for any F -good short exact sequence (⋆) and any RH-module homomorphism f : M → C, there is a RH-module homomorphism l : M → B such that the diagram below
Lemma 5.7. If M has (P H ) then any direct summand of M , as RH-modules, has (P H ).
Proof. This is, with a minor alteration, the proof of [Rot09, Theorem 3.5(ii)]. Let N be a direct summand of M and consider the diagram with exact bottom row. Assume the bottom row is F -good.
Where f is some arbitrary homomorphism, and π and ι are the projection and inclusion maps respectively. Since M has P H , there is a map l : M → B such that g • l = f • π, the composition l • ι is the required map.
Lemma 5.8. As RH-modules,
Proof. For a proof see [Bro94, Proof of §III.9.5(ii) on p.83]
Lemma 5.9.
(1) R has (P H ).
Proof.
(1) The condition that Hom RH (R, −) preserves an F -good short exact sequence (⋆) is exactly the condition that (⋆) is H-good, and F -good implies H-good. (2) There are natural isomorphism,
Where the second isomorphism is [Bro94, p.63, (3. 3)], now use part (1). (3) Use Lemma 5.8 to rewrite R[G/K] (as an RH-module), as
Now use part (2) and that direct products of exact sequences are exact.
Lemma 5.10. If C has (P H ) then (⋆) splits as a sequence of RH-modules.
Proof. Apply Hom RH (C, −) to (⋆).
Lemma 5.11. If P * is an F -good resolution of R by permutation RG-modules with stabilisers in F , then P * is F -split. Proof. Fix a subgroup H ∈ F and let ∂ i : P i → P i−1 denote the usual boundary map of the chain complex and ∂ 0 : P 0 → R the augmentation map. Consider the short exact sequence
This splits as a sequence of RH modules by Lemmas 5.9(1) and 5.10, and by Lemma 5.7 Ker ∂ 0 has (P H ). This is the base case of an induction which continues as follows: Assume that P * is shown to split up to degree i − 1 and Ker ∂ i−1 has (P H ), we show it splits in degree i also and Ker ∂ i has (P H ). Consider the short exact sequence
Since Ker ∂ i−1 has (P H ), Lemma 5.10 shows the short exact sequence splits, and Lemmas 5.9(3) and 5.7 show that Ker ∂ i has (P H ).
Remark 5.12. Similarly to Proposition 4.7, the above lemma may fail for F -good resolutions of arbitrary modules.
Proof. Find a free H F -module resolution P * of R − , finitely generated up to dimension n. By Remark 5.5, P * (G/1) is an F -good resolution of R by permutation RG-modules with stabilisers in F . By Lemma 5.11 P * is F -split, and by [Nuc99, Definition 2.2] permutation RG-modules with stabilisers in F are F -projective. Proof. On objects the two functors are equal:
Here we are forming Hom RG (RG, R[G/K]) using the left actions of RG on itself and on R[G/K] and forming the tensor product using the left action of RG on the Hom set and the right action of
This is equivalent to forming the tensor product using the left action on the Hom set and the right action on the module R [H\G] .
If L ≤ K are in F , and
Following this down the chain of isomorphisms, then
Following this down the chain of isomorphisms,
The proof for the conjugation morphisms c g is similar to the above.
Lemma 5.15.
Where for each H ∈ F /G, Λ H is any indexing set and we are using covariant induction.
Proof. In this proof, we use as a shorthand for H∈F /G ΛH . On objects, the two functors are equal:
Where the isomorphism marked (⋆) is the Bieri-Eckmann criterion [Bie81, Theorem 1.3], which is valid because R[G/K] is FP ∞ . That the morphisms are equal can be checked as in the previous lemma.
Lemma 5.16.
Proof. Again we use to stand for H∈F /G ΛH . Let P * be a free H F -module resolution of R − , then P * (G/1) is an F -split resolution of R by F -projective modules by Lemma 5.11, so
Where the second isomorphism is the adjoint isomorphism between induction and restriction and the third is Lemma 5.15
Lemma 5.17. For any group G, commutative Noetherian ring R, RG-module A of type F FP n , and exact limit, the natural map
is an isomorphism for i < n and an epimorphism for i = n. Specialising the previous lemma to M = R:
Corollary 5.18. If R is commutative Noetherian and G is F FP n over R, then for any exact limit, the natural map
is an isomorphism for i < n and an epimorphism for i = n.
Proof. In this proof, we write for H∈F /G ΛH where Λ H is any indexing set. Using Lemmas 5.16 and 5.18, for any collection of indexing sets Λ H and i < n:
Thus G is H F FP n by the Bieri-Eckmann criterion (Theorem 2.6). 
Cohomological dimension for cohomological Mackey functors
The H F cohomological dimension of a group G, denoted H F cd G, is defined to be the length of the shortest projective resolution of R − by H F -modules, or equivalently
The two definitions are equivalent by Proposition 4.9.
In [Deg13] , Degrijse shows that for all groups G with H F cd G < ∞,
We can improve this.
Theorem 6.2. For all groups G,
Proof. Remark 5.5 and Lemma 5.11 imply F cd G ≤ H F cd G.
For the opposite inequality, we first use [Gan12, Lemma 3.4] which states that for a group G with F cd G ≤ n there is an F -projective resolution P * of R of length n, where each P i is a permutation module with stabilisers in F . Given such a P * , we take fixed points of P * to get the H F resolution P − * . Since P * is F -split, P − * is exact by Lemma 5.4.
Let Fin denote the family of finite subgroups of G, and recall that n G denotes the minimal dimension of a proper contractible G-CW complex.
Proposition 6.3. For all groups G,
This fact is well known for Fincd instead of H Fin cd, but since a direct proof for H Fin cd is both interesting and short we provide one.
Proof. Let P * denote the cellular chain complex for a contractible G-CW-complex X of dimension n and take fixed points to get the complex P − * −→ R − of H Finmodules. Since the action of G on X is proper the modules comprising P * are permutation modules with finite stabilisers and so P − * is a chain complex of free H Fin -modules. By a result of Bouc [Bou99] and Kropholler-Wall [KW11] this chain complex splits when restricted to a complex of RH-modules for any finite subgroup H of G. In other words, P * is F -good, thus P H * −→ R is exact for any finite subgroup H by Remark 5.5.
This leads naturally to the question:
We know of no group for which n G and H F cd G differ. Brown has asked the following:
Question 6.5. [Bro94, VIII.11 p.226] If G is virtually torsion-free with vcd G < ∞, then is n G = vcd G?
, so a constructive answer to Question 6.4 would give information about Question 6.5 as well.
Related to this is the following question, posed using Fincd instead of H Fin cd by Nucinkis.
Remark 6.7. If G acts properly and cocompactly on a finite dimensional contractible G-CW-complex then, by a modification of the argument of the proof of Lemma 6.3, G is H Fin FP ∞ also. However, if G acts properly on a finite type but infinite dimensional complex X, then the theorem of Bouc and Kropholler-Wall doesn't apply, we do not know if the cellular chain complex of X splits when restricted to a finite subgroup and we cannot deduce G is H F FP ∞ .
Question 6.8. If G acts properly on a contractible G-CW-complex of finite type, but not necessarily finite dimension, then is G of type H Fin FP ∞ ? 6.1. Closure Properties. The class of groups G with H F cd G < ∞ is closed under subgroups, free products with amalgamation, HNN extensions [Nuc00, Corollary 2.7], direct products [Gan12, Corollary 3.9] and extensions of finite groups by groups with H F cd finite [Deg13, Lemma 5.1]. However the situation for arbitrary extensions is still unclear. Gandini proves the following result, though he phrases it using F cd G not H F cd G:
be a group extension with H F cd G ≤ n and such that for any extension H of N where H/N has prime power order,
If Q is finite and there is a bound on the lengths of the finite subgroups of G which are not contained in N and
Lemma 6.10. Let N be any group and p any prime. If for any extension
we have that H F cd G = H F cd N where Q is the cyclic group of order p, then H F cd G = H F cd N , where Q is any finite p-group.
Proof. We prove by induction on the order of Q, the case |Q| = p is by assumption. Let Q ′ be a normal subgroup of index p in Q (such a subgroup exists by [Rot95, Theorem 4.6(ii)]) and consider the diagram below.
Question 6.11. If N is a group with H F cd N < ∞ then does every extension G of a cyclic group of order p by N satisfy H F cd G < ∞?
Any counterexample cannot be virtually torsion-free, since H F cd G = vcd G for all virtually torsion-free groups [MPN06] , and neither can it be elementary amenable [Gan12, Proposition 3.13].
The family of p-Subgroups
Throughout this section q is an arbitrary fixed prime and R will denote one of the following rings: the integers Z, the finite field F q , or the integers localised at q denoted Z (q) . If R = F q or Z (q) then let P denote the subfamily of F consisting of all finite q-subgroups of groups in F . If R = Z then let P denote the subfamily of finite p-subgroups of groups in F for all primes p.
We will always treat the cases R = F q and R = Z (q) together, in fact the only property of these rings that we use is that for any i coprime to q, the image of i under the map Z → R is invertible in R. Hence the arguments in this section generalise to any other rings with this property, for example any ring with characteristic q. The argument used for R = Z will go through for any ring R.
For R = Z and F = Fin, Leary and Nucinkis prove that the conditions F FP n and PFP n are equivalent, and F cd G = Pcd G [LN10, Theorem 4.1]. We use an averaging method similar to theirs to show that, for R = Z, F q , or Z (q) :
Theorem 7.1. For n ∈ N ∪ {∞}, the conditions H F cd G = n and H P cd G = n are equivalent, as are the conditions H F FP n and H P FP n . Remark 7.2. If R = Z (q) or F q and all subgroups of G have order coprime to q then P contains only the trivial subgroup. Thus H F cd R G = cd R G and the conditions H F FP n and FP n are equivalent.
At the end of the section we will look at the case that R = K is a field of characteristic zero, and prove that in this case H F cd G = cd G and that the conditions H F FP n and FP n are equivalent.
The argument relies on two maps ι H and ρ H defined for any subgroup H in F \ P. These maps have different definitions depending on the ring R.
We treat the case that R = F q or R = Z (q) first. Let H ∈ F \ P and Q a Sylow q-subgroup of H, define If R = Z and H ∈ F \ P then let {P i } i∈I run over the non-trivial Sylow psubgroups of H (choosing one subgroup for each p). We necessarily have that gcd{|H : P i | : i ∈ I} = 1 so, by Bézout's identity, we may choose integers z i such that i∈I z i |H : P i | = 1. Define, with a slight abuse of notation, ρ H = i∈I Now the case R = Z, this time we construct a split surjection s : i∈I R[−, G/P i ] HF −։ R[−, G/H] HF using the maps corresponding to ι H and ρ H under the Yoneda-type lemma. The rest of the proof is identical to the case R = F q or R = Z (q) .
Lemma 7.5. A chain complex C * of H F -modules is exact if and only if it is exact at G/P for all subgroups P ∈ P.
Proof. The "only if" direction is obvious so assume C * is a chain complex of H Fmodules, exact at all P ∈ P and let H ∈ F \ P.
We claim that the maps C * (ι H ) and C * (ρ H ) are chain complex maps, we show this below for R = F q or R = Z (q) , the proof for R = Z is analogous. The only non-obvious part of this claim is that the maps commute with the boundary maps ∂ i of C * , in other words the diagrams below commute:
This follows from the fact that ∂ i is an H F -module map.
Lemma 7.3 gives that C * (ι H ) • C * (ρ H ) is the identity on the chain complex C * (G/H). The induced maps ι One can check that these maps are indeed H F -module maps and that this makes Q * a chain complex:
Finally P * is exact by Lemma 7.5.
Since at all stages of the argument above finite generation is preserved, we get that H P FP n implies H F FP n too.
Where the final zero is because G is O P FP 0 (by [LN10, Proposition 4.2] and Theorem 5.1).
Corollary 7.11. The following conditions are equivalent for an arbitrary group G:
(1) H F FP n over F p .
(2) H P FP n over F p . (3) O P FP n over F p . (4) M P FP n over F p .
Proof. 1 ⇔ 2 is Theorem 7.1, 2 ⇔ 3 is the Corollary above, 3 ⇔ 4 is Corollary 3.7.
Combining this with the lemma below gives a complete description of the condition H F FP n over F p . In [LN10] it is conjectured that, if F = Fin, G is F FP ∞ if and only if G is FP ∞ and has finitely many conjugacy classes of finite p-subgroups for all primes p. One could generalise this and ask:
Question 7.14. Let F = Fin and n ∈ N ∪ {∞}.
(1) If G is FP n over Z with finitely many conjugacy classes of finite p-subgroups for all primes p, then is G of type H F FP n over Z? (2) Fixing a prime p, if G is FP n over F p with finitely many conjugacy classes of finite p-subgroups then is G of type H F FP n over F p ?
A problem with finding a counterexample to Question 7.14(2) is that if G admits a cocompact action on a finite dimensional F p -acyclic space X then Smith theory gives that X P is F p -acyclic for any finite p-subgroup P and thus W P is FP n over F p . For this reason one cannot use the examples of Leary and Nucinkis in [LN03] .
